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About This Game

'In the hallways of the ancients, the Keepers have existed forever.'
The legend also claims that whoever unites these rings with the artifacts of the parallel worlds will achieve great power and

immortality.
In unique worlds of dreams and reality, magical, mechanical and ethereal lands, take on the quest to find the artifacts cleverly
concealed throughout the lands. Four parallel worlds await you on your journey: The Ademika Valley, The Mechanical World,
The Isoteric World, and lastly, the Island of Unity, each with different environments to explore, challenges to encounter and a

variety of indigenous puzzles to solve.
Lose yourself in this fantastic and rich adventure, uncover the smallest details, collect information, solve the enigmas and

unravel the saga of intrigue, exploration and treachery that is AURA: Fate of the Ages.

Key features:

First-person puzzle exploration game

An original fantasy-based mass appeal, unique and original storyline.

Mouse driven, with an intuitive point-and-click interface

Unbelievably realistic and beautiful pre-rendered graphics and environments

Original orchestral musical score and immersive ambient soundtrack
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Inventive and original puzzles
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very good game :D Recommend if ur trying to find a cheap horror game :D. Well...the game was nice. A nice assortment of
comedy as well..but the final two people..are stories. Linear stories, that while good, still have some bugs of misnamed tags and
incorrect coding within. Still wish I could be like Ava though.. Please keep working hard on the game!
It has a lot of potential!
Small suggestions:
- Please give us the option that the quick-camera-button remains pressed. The camera work in the build mode is very tiring in
the long run. If this isn`t possible, please give more camera options. The normal camera is reeeeeeeally slow and anoying.
- I just closed the game because I could not delete an item (roof rack) with a right-click, no matter which selection I was in.. Its
a fun addition. A lot of new levels, a few new skills and still the same amount of rapid space&click fun ;). The game is unique &
challenging. Stages are quite difficult to pass. Boss fights are interesting. few more animations for the kill would be appreciated.
overall very good. Had quite fun while playing this game. Keep up good work devs :). For a dollar, it is good enough. Only
because it has a dog and its clickbait VR, which I like. There aren't many dog simulators yet, so it's first come first serve on the
positive reviews. It sucks though. There isn't much going on here, and you cannot move. I sure liked the dog though. He
was cute. Unlike the person whom I dedicated this video too, they removed me from their list, and it hurt my feelings I
will never unblock you, and you shall be the only one in my block list. I am that butthurt and vindictive.. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=R5sjmb3ALsA
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A++ This game has a cool soundtrack but if you don't like it...add your own music! I like to put on some chillstep or some
ambient techno and the game changes your surroundings to the music! As simple as this game is, it is a trip to play! You upgrade
by grabbing icons and then blast the heck out of anything that moves! Addictive, trippy, fun, and cheap! Crossplatform as well.
Highly recommend if you are looking for something casual and out of the ordinary.. Steam ,stubornly insists that it's thumbs up
or thumbs down with the games it brings us..Codename: Panzers,Phase Two and the other two Codename :Panzers games in the
package are prime examples of why more degrees of choice are required with some games. Ok the AFV models are excellent,
interesting odd ball types of vehicles,yep, there is a T26B and a BA-32-2 and I believe that's a VZ semi track recovery vehicle.
 But the spoken chat is truly terrible.. Thanks minion ,that's the 1000th time you have told me the enemy is sighted in your
annoying poofie voice and sticking an "a" sound after an English word doesn't make it Italian.The acting is embarrasingly
bad.Conversely the maps are large and look good enough .The missions are predictable but not totally silly.The game looks ok,
old sure, but clear and quite satisfactory, battle sounds ok as well , music(part of the package) but obviously not that stirring
because I cann't recollect any at all .Battles take place at extremely close range , ridiculously close range .
Apart from not running the opening unless you click no problems .glitches ,or crashes it's fine there and easy enough to get set
up and into the game..Conversely you can not play the Interesting Partisan game until you have completed the two previous 
campaigns.Why? I've payed for all the game not for 2\/3rds of it. That really bugs me.....
 Ok why thumbs up or thumbs down? For me its only the interesting AFV that do it. Not much else,damned by faint praise
perhaps?. I really do like this Software however is there any content I can add to this version of RPG Maker? I know like the
VX series you can add stuff to it, but I am not that rich atm lols so I am trying to figure out alternatives to customizing my own
game type thingy :) , Like if I can get a very solid game going on maybe I can sell it on Steam and give the Creators/Company of
RPG Maker a very good Royalty for every game I sell, I think not only would it support my meals and bills but it will also help
the company develop more software and addons, which ultimately will be all around helping the community! I have allowed
comments on here and if you have Character Sprites or Tiles for Maps that you can send my way then that will be of help! But
yes I really like this Software and I am hooked I have over 75+ hours, I believe there is even like 5 or so hours that was a glitch
that Steam never picked up but either way nomatter how you round up or down I got about 80 ish hours in! I wouldn't mind
finding more sprites and stuff to add to this Software and make a more interesting game! All I know is I will keep a promise!
The first game I make with this software will be free to play! That is my promise to you all! Everyone after that I will work a
deal with giving Royalties to RPG Maker, if they accept the Royalties! And that would be my thanks for such good software but
also I wanna help all of you out! Cheers! :). Really fun! Could use more content (lacking a little on blessings and curses) , but it's
an awesome game to play with a podcast or something running in the background and I really want to see more updates for this
game. good game, you could have added a menu to play your own music, other than that, very instresting and chill game.

in conclusion, defintely a game that you could buy if your low on steam money.
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